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Embedded Clay Thin Brick Best Practices 1 

  2 

Selecting Thin Brick 3 

Select a thin brick that meets the dimensional tolerances, material properties and testing in 4 
accordance with PCI Specification for Embedded Clay Thin Brick (PCI’s Specification - Appendix 5 
A). The precast producer should require the thin brick manufacturer to acknowledge the project 6 
requirements, that they have read and understand this document, and will provide a Certificate of 7 
Conformance letter using the sample letter included herein (Appendix B)  8 

Thin Brick Sampling 9 

Final thin brick selection should occur after thin brick is cast into a precast sample as to 10 
demonstrate the appearance after all precast production processes are complete. The reason is that 11 
some thin bricks (sand faces in particular) can have a different appearance after casting into 12 
concrete and completing panel processing (i.e., cleaning, acid washing, etc.) as compared to the thin 13 
brick manufacturer’s sample board. In addition, the mortar joint created by the concrete mix 14 
design, form liner profile, and precast cleaning/finishing techniques (i.e., color and texture) will 15 
provide the designer with a more accurate representation of the finished product’s appearance.  16 

NOTE: The precast producer should follow PCI’s recommended practice for sampling brick 17 
faced precast the same as all other architectural precast components per PCI MNL 116, PCI 18 
MNL 117, and PCI MNL 122. This practice includes making 12 in. x 12 in. initial samples, 4 ft. 19 
x 4 ft (or similar) range samples and one or more full production pieces that best represent 20 
the final project’s architectural features. 21 

When the designer selects a brick product that does not meet all the requirements of PCI’s  22 
Specification, the precast producer should require the brick manufacturer to provide a letter on 23 
brick manufacturer’s letterhead (similar to the letter of conformance) explaining the specific 24 
features of their products that do not meet PCI specifications and any current testing data as it 25 
relates to material characteristics, water absorption, freeze/thaw assembly testing, size tolerance 26 
commitments, and history (with precast producer references) of past precast projects. This letter 27 
should be presented prior to bidding the project.  28 

NOTE: The precast producer should share this letter with the design/construction team and 29 
formliner provider to make all parties aware of the brick manufacturer’s limitations and 30 
differences between PCI’s Specification.   31 

The thin brick manufacturer should provide the required thin brick quantity (including flat pieces 32 
and shapes) to the precast manufacturer so precast mockup panels can be made in accordance with 33 
PCI MNL 117. The thin brick provided for the precast mockup should represent the acceptable thin 34 
brick color range in alignment with PCI MNL 117 range sample process.  35 

NOTE: Color range is defined by the range of acceptable color shades (from light to dark) 36 
acceptable to the architect, owner, or other customer decision maker after mockup range samples 37 
are produced. The term Color Range is not defined as a brick color blend or mingle.  38 

 39 
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Ordering Thin Brick 40 

When ordering thin brick, the precast producer should: 41 

 Ask the thin brick manufacturer to provide a Certificate of Conformance letter using the 42 
sample letter included herein (Appendix B). 43 
 44 

 Order thin brick using the manufacturer’s name, plant location, thin brick name and specific 45 
thin brick product code number, color, size, and texture.  46 

o Thin brick size should include the size name (i.e., modular, utility, etc.) and specified 47 
dimensions for each thin brick type and shape. 48 

o For corner and edge cap thin brick, size should include each facial dimension (i.e., 49 
height, length, and width) of all sides of the unit.  50 

o For non-standard thin brick units, provide the thin brick manufacturer with an 51 
approved and signed drawing clearly demonstrating the size, shape, angle, and 52 
thickness of each  type of thin brick  unit including all dimensions. 53 
 54 

 Order thin brick in unit quantities as recommended by the specified thin brick 55 
manufacturer.  56 

o Flat thin brick – order in square foot of wall coverage. 57 
o Corner thin brick, edge cap and special shapes – order in piece counts.  58 

 Consult with the thin brick manufacturer or thin brick distributor for 59 
appropriate conversion rates (linear feet to pieces). 60 
 61 

 Allow for a minimum of 5% to 10% thin brick material waste and overage as a general rule.  62 
o The actual waste and overage amount shall be determined by the precast producer 63 

based on the specific project requirements. For example, a project with simple 64 
coursing pattern and few cuts will require less overage (5%) while a project with a 65 
lot of cuts would require more overage (10% or more).  66 

 Special attention should be given to special shapes (corners, edge caps and 67 
non-standard shapes), especially when small quantities are required. It is 68 
not uncommon to order 50% more of these when the risk of losing one 69 
precast panel could require a reorder of thin brick materials.  70 
 71 

 Thin brick, like full brick, is made of natural materials and produced in ‘runs’. Color and 72 
texture range within a run and between runs can be expected. This is a standard process in 73 
the brick industry. It is important to note that even though the brick delivered in the initial 74 
order is within an acceptable color range to the brick manufacturer’s control sample, any 75 
additional later orders of thin brick may not be a perfect match to the original run.  76 

o As a general rule, it is recommended to include a waste factor when ordering thin 77 
brick. The waste factor is required to create natural brick coursing, address 78 
breakage, will avoid wasting time ordering/receiving more thin brick and prevent 79 
the possibility that the thin brick in the added order may not match the original 80 
order. If the thin brick manufacturer does not have any thin brick from the original 81 
run, they will need to run more thin brick which could delay the project many 82 
weeks/months and cause the precast producer to re-build forms. The precast 83 
producer should consult with the thin brick manufacturer and/or thin brick 84 
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distributor who has precast knowledge when determining the amount of waste to 85 
be included in the precast producer’s project estimate.  86 

 87 
 The thin brick manufacturer, formliner manufacturer, and the precast producer should 88 

collectively determine the best course of action to protect the thin brick face from concrete 89 
slurry during precast production.  The precast producer should recognize that once the thin 90 
brick is delivered to the precast plant and accepted, the responsibility for storing, 91 
protecting, and removing of wax from the cast panel is the precast producer’s responsibility.  92 

o A coating of paraffin wax applied by the thin brick manufacturer is most common, 93 
but there are options for form release products and retarder type products that can 94 
be applied at the precast plant.  95 

 Paraffin wax can be applied in different thicknesses, have a different melting 96 
point, and should be considered thin brick manufacturer specific. Refer to 97 
thin brick manufacturer for detailed wax specifications and recommended 98 
cleaning procedures.  99 

 Thin Brick with applied wax should not be stored in high heat environments 100 
(i.e., in direct sunlight, under a dark tarp, etc.) where temperatures within 101 
the pallet of thin brick or thin brick faces can exceed the wax melting point. 102 
The precast producer is responsible for protecting the wax from melting into 103 
the thin brick before placement.  104 

 Care should be taken to keep the coating off of the sides of the thin brick to 105 
ensure proper concrete adherence. 106 

 Some thin brick colors might contain minerals that can have a reaction to 107 
certain chemicals that might be present in release or retarder formulas. It is 108 
recommended to test the process before actual precast production begins.  109 
 110 

Formliner Selection 111 

The majority of formliners can be categorized as either multi-use (urethane / rubber) or one-time-112 
use (plastic). Both provide different types of mortar joint profiles and production, and schedule 113 
benefits. The precast producer should familiarize themselves with both types of liners.  114 

A precast producer can either make their own liners or purchase liners from a formliner 115 
producer or their distributor. The information contained herein is primarily focused on 116 
recommended practices when using formliner from a formliner manufacturer but includes 117 
applicable practices for precast producer made formliners.  118 

Ordering Formliner 119 

When ordering formliner, the precast producer should: 120 

 Clearly communicate the total quantity of formliner required for the project. The quantity should 121 
include area (typically in sq ft) field coursing, returns, projections, indentations, and any special 122 
coursing requirements (i.e., arches, coursing changes, etc.). Some considerations include: 123 

o It is recommended to review, in detail, the formliner manufacturer’s catalogues, cut 124 
sheets, etc. to fully understand the product’s features and limitations. 125 
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o Consider sharing the construction documents and/or erection drawings with the formliner 126 
manufacturer (or multiple liner manufacturers) to gain assistance with defining required 127 
quantities.  128 
 129 

 Define, pictorially and/or in writing, the specific brick coursing pattern(s), brick coursing 130 
transitions, mortar joint profile and any non-standard brick coursing dimensions required for 131 
the project.  132 
o Be particularly aware of panel dimensions (length, height and between features such as 133 

reveals, projection or openings) where the brick area within a panel field does not follow 134 
standard brick coursing dimensions (or dimensional modules). These areas can cause the 135 
need for excessive thin brick cutting (including the potential of thin sliced ‘sliver brick’ 136 
or non-standard kerfed sized brick) and require coursing that does not yield a normal 137 
hand laid brick appearance.  138 
 139 

 The formliner manufacturer and precast producer should collectively determine the adequate 140 
amount of formliner waste required for the project.  141 

o Custom made; multi-use liners will typically require adequate waste to accommodate the 142 
many form changes along with any anticipated liner breakdown due to normal production 143 
practices. 144 

o Plastic, one-time use liners are sometimes provided as a stock item. Consult with your 145 
liner manufacturer once the actual thin brick run samples are provided to determine if a 146 
‘stocked’ liner profile can be used, thus limiting the amount of waste. 147 

 148 
 It is recommended to provide a thin brick sample from the actual thin brick production run to the 149 

formliner manufacturer for the purpose of establishing size compatibility (i.e., fitting the liner to 150 
the project specific thin brick). A minimum of 25 thin brick flat pieces and 12 corner pieces are 151 
required to assure the best liner-to-brick compatibility results.  152 

o Note: When there are schedule conflicts, it may be necessary to produce the liner before 153 
the actual thin brick run is manufactured. Using thin brick from a production run other 154 
than the specific project’s thin brick run may result in an unacceptable form liner fit 155 
creating precast production and/or final precast appearance issues.   156 

o Clear communication between all parties should be maintained in the event the thin 157 
brick/liner fit is not ideal or is problematic.  158 

 159 
 When the form liner manufacturer requires a form release agent, consult with the formliner 160 

manufacture and thin brick manufacturer to ensure the release agent is compatible with their 161 
products. Release agent should be a reactive type and dry to the touch before the thin brick is 162 
inserted into the liner. 163 

 164 

Pre-Production 165 

Upon receipt of the products at the precast plant, it is critical to properly measure each thin brick 166 
shape as soon as possible using calipers. Each shape should be evaluated per ASTM C67 Modified 167 
for Embedded Thin Brick Applications (see Appendix C). It is advisable to photograph the 168 
measuring process and report the findings to the thin brick provider. Inform the thin brick 169 
manufacturer and distributor if you suspect a size, color, finish, or quality concern. Identifying 170 
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potential concerns early will maximize the time to take corrective action. A lot of problems can be 171 
resolved by taking this step and documenting the findings.  172 

When thin brick is received, the precast producer should: 173 

 Protect waxed thin brick from extreme temperatures (i.e., direct sunlight) to prevent wax 174 
melt and breakdown.  175 

 Pull a sample set of thin brick from 5 different pallets (usually one carton from different 176 
pallet) from each full truck load of thin brick and verify that the material conforms to the 177 
purchase order. Follow this procedure for each thin brick size and shape.  178 

o Size Tolerances: Inspect all specific shapes required for the project (typically flat 179 
thin brick, corner thin brick and edge cap thin brick). Check length, width, out of 180 
square, and warping dimensions using calipers and measure per ASTM C67, 181 
Modified for Embedded Thin Brick Applications.   182 

o Coating: If the thin brick was ordered with a protective coating, observe if the 183 
coating is sufficiently applied and will protect the thin brick as expected. 184 

o Color/Texture: Compare the thin brick delivery with the approved sample to ensure 185 
the color is within the acceptable appearance range. It is recommended to cast a 186 
precast sample using the approved concrete mix to test the thin brick’s fit within the 187 
liner, test the precast plants cleaning and finishing process and compare the sample 188 
with the approved color/finish sample before beginning project production.  189 

 When the purchased thin brick includes multiple colors, sizes or a blend of 190 
different colors and sizes, the precast producer should follow the above 191 
Color/Texture best practices for each thin brick color and size.  192 

 193 

When formliner is received, the precast producer should: 194 

 Inspect liner to ensure proper quantities and accessories are received. 195 
 Store liners out of weather and in acceptable ambient temperatures to prevent damage. 196 
 Dry fit an adequate amount of thin brick in the formliner to ensure proper fit.  197 

o Document findings with photos and/or videos and share with the formliner 198 
provider, thin brick manufacturer and/or distributor as applicable.  199 

 Produce a precast sample as recommended by PCI MNL 116, PCI MNL 117, and PCI MNL 200 
122 to ensure an acceptable final appearance. When applicable, gain designer approval in 201 
writing.  202 

o This sample should be produced even if you have already received an approved 203 
sample. Actual thin brick runs and liner pieces could be different than the original 204 
sample.  205 

NOTE: To avoid potential staining of thin brick the precast producer should follow the thin brick 206 
manufacturer’s recommendations including but not limited to the following.  207 

 Precast producer should provide a test for any release product used to ensure it can be 208 
removed and cleaned properly without staining the thin brick.  209 

o do not use oil based release agents of any kind,  210 
o do not allow release or retarder to set on the face of thin brick longer than 48 hours,  211 
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o do not acid etch panels unless the panel has been thoroughly pre-wet with water 212 
beforehand, is thoroughly rinsed with water afterward, and uses properly diluted ratio of 213 
acid solution that has been tested on a sample panel prior to full-scale application,  214 

o do not allow cleaning agents to set up or absorb into the thin brick,  215 
o do not leech iron, salts, manganese, or any other constituent from concrete or thin brick,  216 
o do not allow dyed joints or additives in face mixes or concrete backing to become soluble 217 

through improper curing, interaction with cleaning agents and/or acids, premature 218 
washing, or any other procedure that would allow dye / additives to deposit on the face of 219 
the thin brick and  220 

o water used for cleaning or in the concrete must be clean and free from injurious amounts 221 
of any substances that may be deleterious to mortar or metal in the masonry.  222 

 223 

Production Practices 224 

 During Production 225 
o Lay out form liner per drawings and formliner manufacturer. Check coursing 226 

dimensions before each pour to ensure liner hasn’t shrunk or stretched during 227 
handling or due to temperature changes. 228 

 Snap horizontal control lines on the casting bed and/or the side rails every 229 
few feet or as necessary prior to placing the thin brick to keep the thin brick 230 
on course. 231 

 Proper positioning of the formliner within each form will ensure that 232 
coursing lines up from panel to panel in the final, erected position.  233 

o Ensure form liner is clean and free of debris such as concrete chips, sand, and small 234 
rocks that could keep a thin brick from lying flat down on the form liner.  This will 235 
avoid tipped and cracked thin bricks. 236 

o At corners or returns, use appropriate corner form liner to produce realistic mortar 237 
joints – do not use flat sheets of liner and try to miter them together. 238 

o Cut thin brick using a wet tile saw with a non-segmented wet diamond blade. Cut 239 
thin brick, face up, for a clean face cut edge.  240 

 Remove any debris from the face of the thin brick and ensure the cutting 241 
operation does not change the appearance of the thin brick.  242 

 Change water in saw regularly and wash cut thin brick.  243 
 Dry thin brick can soak up the dirty water and when dried will leave 244 

an even layer of dust that’s unnoticeable and may reduce bond 245 
between thin brick and concrete. 246 

o It is not recommended to use thin brick that is cut and epoxied to make a shape. 247 
However, when unavoidable, follow the thin brick manufacturers recommended 248 
process. 249 

o When placing thin brick in formliner on the casting bed, it is important to utilize 250 
multiple thin brick cartons (boxes, packs, bundles, etc.) from several pallets (3 or 251 
more) and broadcast the pieces across the entire panel layout. Do not use thin brick 252 
from a single pallet for an individual panel. 253 

 Individual thin brick being placed should be pulled from multiple cartons to 254 
help achieve an even color/texture range. 255 
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o For thin brick on vertical form surfaces, secure to form liner using form liner 256 
recommended procedures. Test specific method to ensure finished product meets 257 
customer’s appearance expectations. Effective methods include: 258 

 Spray adhesive or hot glue adhesive to hold thin brick in place. 259 
 Attaching a non-metallic strap behind the thin brick using non-corrosive 260 

fasteners at the mortar joints to hold the thin brick in place.  261 
o Continually check every thin brick for tolerance conformance as thin bricks are 262 

being placed in the form liners. Set aside individual thin brick pieces that do not 263 
meet size tolerance and use those pieces for cuts required to complete brick 264 
coursing (i.e. half-length thin brick at the end of the panel).  265 

 Place any non-conforming thin brick neatly into a container to assist with 266 
obtaining an accurate count. 267 

  Calculate the percentage of thin brick that measure out of tolerance as to 268 
predict adequate thin brick quantities to complete the project.  269 

 270 
o When production personnel are required to walk or kneel on thin brick already laid 271 

down in the form, use protective mats (typically made from Styrofoam or other 272 
compressible but rigid material) to help spread a worker’s weight over multiple thin 273 
bricks to avoid cracking the thin bricks.  274 

 Thin brick sizes that are longer and more linear may be more susceptible to 275 
foot-traffic breakage.  276 

o Check every thin brick for proper placement before placing rebar or casting 277 
concrete. Any misplaced thin brick or cracked thin brick should be inspected and/or 278 
removed and replaced.  279 

 If a thin brick is cracked or dislodged from the formliner during rebar 280 
placement, the individual thin brick(s) should be immediately removed, and 281 
proper production personnel informed so the thin brick(s) can be replaced 282 
before casting.  283 

o Perform a final thin brick check during the pre-pour QC inspection prior to casting 284 
concrete and make any required corrections.  285 

o Concrete Placement Techniques 286 
 Carefully place concrete to ensure force created by pouring does not 287 

dislodge thin brick from the form liner pockets. 288 
 Minimize concrete vibration to prevent dislodging thin brick from the form 289 

liner pockets. 290 
 When using a self-consolidating concrete (SCC) mix, minimize vibration to 291 

reduce chance of concrete slurry bleeding around edge of thin brick and 292 
onto face. 293 

 Workers should be mindful of the difficulty of correcting thin brick that are 294 
out of plane in the finished product. Therefore, they should be aware of and 295 
avoid any activity that could cause thin brick or liner shifting during casting. 296 

 297 
 After casting and stripping panels from the mold 298 

o After removing the panel from the form (and removing formliner if one-time use), 299 
scrape off any concrete bleed that made its way onto the face of the thin brick. 300 
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 Observe panel to identify any thin brick that are misaligned, cracked, tipped, 301 
etc. as a way to improve casting methods for the next day. 302 

 Communicate observations to plant workers and yard finishers as to  303 
 Identify production related imperfections and take corrective action. 304 
 Discuss the best method for repairing/replacing any misaligned thin 305 

brick. 306 
 Determine a strategy to predict the percentage of thin brick to be 307 

repaired/replaced and ensure you have enough thin brick to 308 
complete the project.  309 

 Communicate findings to the thin brick manufacturer, thin brick 310 
distributor and/or the formliner manufacturer. Use photos, videos, 311 
or other means to clearly communicate the findings.  312 

o Clean panels immediately after stripping in the plant and inspect to ensure all wax 313 
or retardant is removed prior to shipping panels to the jobsite.  314 

 It is recommended to start cleaning at the top of the panel and ‘chase’ the 315 
water stream (acid, wax, etc.) to the bottom of the panel in a 4 ft. to 6 ft. 316 
swath.  317 

o Remove wax on thin bricks after casting by using recommended water temperature 318 
and pressure settings. Having sufficient hot water temperature, proper water 319 
pressure, and the correct power washing/wax removal technique is key to ensure 320 
all wax is removed.   321 

 The water temperature required to effectively liquify the wax is typically 322 
180 degree at the panel. The precast producer should follow the thin brick 323 
and/or wax manufacturer’s recommended temperature.  324 

 Measure water temperature by spraying it into a bucket or other location.  325 
Water ran through sprayer may not be at same temperature as holding tank.  326 
Use of laser temperature gun on water as it is being sprayed may give 327 
artificially low temperature reading. 328 

 Recommended practice is to use water pressure of 1,000 PSI to 1500 PSI 329 
and use a sprayer tip that has a water spray angle of 45 degrees to 60 330 
degrees.  331 

 Correct power washing/wax removal technique should be developed by the 332 
individual precast producer. A suggested method is to start from the top of 333 
the panel, in arm length swaths to melt the wax. Follow the wax with the 334 
power washing wand to the bottom of the panel in a manner to prevent wax 335 
from re-solidifying on the panel and allow the wax to drip off the panel. 336 

o Protect the thin brick from any concrete texture application processes that may 337 
cause damage to the thin brick. Suggested processes include: 338 

 Leave wax on the thin brick until the exposed concrete texture is complete. 339 
The wax will act as a protectant to the thin brick appearance.  340 

 Tape off the thin brick area with either plastic tarp or plywood template to 341 
protect the thin brick during the panel finishing process. 342 

 Recommended practice is to test the preferred method during the precast 343 
sample production process.   344 

o In the case of any staining that cannot be repaired by use of hot water, consult the 345 
thin brick manufacturer for recommended cleaning products and follow 346 
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manufacturer’s recommendations.  Certain thin brick types and finishes respond 347 
differently to various chemical treatments. What may work well for one thin brick 348 
style may cause damage to the color and finish of another thin brick.   349 

 Always test cleaning methods on a small scale or sample thin brick before 350 
applying on a large scale 351 

o Compare approved precast mockup panels with finished panels (in a dry state and 352 
in the same lighting) to ensure the thin brick color, finish and/or blends match the 353 
mockup.  354 

 If concerned that the color does not match, photograph the observation(s), 355 
and immediately contact the thin brick manufacturer and/or thin brick 356 
distributor for remedial action.  357 

 Repeat this process weekly if not more often to ensure that the thin brick 358 
color remains consistent throughout the project.  359 

o  If using a brick sealant on the face, follow manufacturer’s recommendations for 360 
removal. 361 

 362 

 363 

 364 

 365 

 366 

 367 

 368 

 369 
 370 
 371 
 372 
 373 
 374 
 375 
 376 
 377 
 378 
 379 
 380 
 381 
 382 
 383 
 384 
 385 
 386 
 387 
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 388 
Appendix A 389 

PCI Specification for Embedded Clay Thin Brick 390 
 391 

A. Thin Brick Units:  392 
1. Thickness: Not less than ½ in. (12.7 mm) but not more than 1 in. (25.4 mm). 393 
2. Face size:  394 

a. Modular: 2¼ in. (57.15 mm) high by 7⅝ in. (193.68 mm) long. 395 
b. Norman: 2¼ in. (57.15 mm) high by 11⅝ in. (295.28 mm) long. 396 
c. Closure modular: 3⅝ in. (92.08 mm) high by 7⅝ in. (193.68 mm) long. 397 
d. Utility: 3⅝ in. (92.08 mm) high by 11⅝ in. (295.28 mm) long. 398 

3. Face size, color, and texture:  399 
a. [Match Architect’s samples] [Match existing color, texture, and face size of 400 

adjacent brickwork]. 401 
b. <Insert information on existing brick if known.> 402 

4. Special shapes: Include corners, edge corners, and end edge corners. 403 
5. Back surface texture: Scored, combed, wire roughened, ribbed, key backed, or 404 

dovetailed. 405 
 406 

B. Dimensional Tolerances: Measure in accordance with ASTM C67. Modified for Embedded 407 
Thin Brick Applications (Appendix C of PCI Embedded Clay Thin Brick Best Practices) 408 
1. Thickness: +0 in. (+0 mm), –1/16 in. (–1.6 mm). 409 
2. Face size:  410 

a. +0 in. (+0 mm), –1/16 in. (–1.6 mm) for dimensions 8 in. (200 mm) or less.  411 
b. +0 in. (+0 mm), –3/32 in. (–2.4 mm) for dimensions greater than 8 in. (200 mm).  412 

3. Warpage: ≤ 1/16 in. (1.6 mm) either concave or convex from consistent plane. 413 
4. Out of square: ±1/16 in. (±1.6 mm). 414 
5. Variation of shape from specified angle: ±1 degree. 415 

 416 
C. Properties: Properties shall be of the finished thin brick product as provided to the precast 417 

concrete producer and not tested as a full brick.  418 
1. Modulus of rupture: ≥ 250 psi (1.7 MPa) when tested in accordance with ASTM C67. 419 
2. Cold water absorption at 24 hours:  420 

a. Nonglazed thin brick: Maximum 6% when tested per ASTM C67. 421 
b. Glazed thin brick: Maximum 5% when tested per ASTM C373. 422 

3.  Efflorescence: Rated “not effloresced” when tested in accordance with ASTM C67.  423 
4.  Freezing and thawing resistance:  424 

a. Uncoated thin brick: No detectable deterioration (spalling, cracking, or breaking) 425 
after 300 cycles tested in accordance with ASTM C666 Method A or B on 426 
assembled specimens. 427 

b. Surface coloring: No observable difference in the applied finish when viewed at a 428 
distance of 20 ft (6 m) after 50 cycles tested in accordance with ASTM C67. In 429 
addition, the thin brick shall undergo ASTM C666 test described above. 430 

5. Pull-out strength: ≥ 150 psi (1.0 MPa) from base concrete before and after freeze-thaw 431 
testing when tested per modified ASTM E488. 432 
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  433 
6. Chemical resistance: Provide thin brick that has been tested according to modified 434 

ASTM C650 and rated “not affected.” 435 
 436 
7. Products: Subject to compliance with requirements, products that may be 437 

incorporated into the work include, but are not limited to, the following: [provide the 438 
following] [provide one of the following] [available products that may be 439 
incorporated into the work include, but are not limited to, the following]: 440 
 441 

D. Testing Requirements:  442 
1. Minimum number of test specimens: In accordance with appropriate ASTM 443 

specifications except as specified in D.1.a. 444 
a. Exception for freeze thaw and pull out strength test: Ten (10) assembled 445 

specimen measuring 8 in. by 16 in. (200mm by 405mm) long with the thin 446 
brick embedded into the concrete substrate (assembled specimens). The 447 
ten (10) assembled specimens are divided into five (5) Sample A 448 
assemblies and five (5) Sample B assemblies. The precast concrete 449 
substrate shall have a minimum thickness of 2 – 1/2in. (63)mm plus the 450 
embedded thin brick thickness. The precast concrete shall have a 451 
minimum compressive strength of at least 5000 PSI (34.5 MPa) and 4 to 452 
6% entrained air. The embedded brick coursing pattern for testing 453 
purposes shall be modular size thin brick on a half running bond pattern 454 
with a formed raked joint geometry of no less than 3/8 in. (9mm) wide 455 
and a depth not greater than ¼ in. (6mm) from the exterior face of the thin 456 
brick. 457 
 458 
One thin brick from the center of each sample assembly shall be tested for 459 
pullout strength. Each Sample B assembly shall first be tested for freeze 460 
thaw resistance. In place of anchor specified in ASTM E488, use 3/8 in. 461 
(9mm) minimum thickness steel plate of same size as a single thin brick 462 
face bonded with epoxy to a single thin brick face for each pullout strength 463 
test. The steel plate shall have a centrally located pull-rod welded to the 464 
plate. 465 
 466 

2. The back surface texture of samples for pullout strength and freeze thaw resistance 467 
testing shall be the same. 468 
 469 

3. Frequency of testing: 470 
a. Dimensional tolerances shall be checked prior to shipping on each run of 471 

thin brick supplied to the project.  472 
b. Cold water 24 hour absorption testing shall be conducted on every clay 473 

body/color of project specific thin brick prior to each shipment. Submit 474 
written documentation. The buyer reserves the right to conduct the same 475 
test prior to first shipment. 476 

c. All other tests specified shall be conducted for each clay body at an 477 
accredited laboratory at least every six years. 478 

 479 

  480 
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Appendix B 481 

Thin Brick Manufacturer Certificate of Compliance 482 
(To be placed on brick manufacturer letter head) 483 

 484 

Project Name:                [NAME OF PROJECT] 485 

Project Location:             [CITY AND STATE OF  PROJECT JOB SITE] 486 

Precast Producer Name   [NAME OF PRECAST PRODUCER] 487 

Precast Producer Location:        [CITY AND STATE OF PRECAST PLANT LOCATION]   488 

      489 

The thin brick that is supplied or specified for the above identified project has been, or will be, 490 
manufactured by: 491 

Thin Brick Manufacturer:         [THIN BRICK MANUFACTURER] 492 

Thin Brick Plant Location:  [ CITY AND STATE OF BRICK MANUFACTURING PLANT(S)] 493 

 494 

The Brick Product Description:  [ COMPLETE THIN BRICK DESCRIPTION INCLUDING PRODUCT NAME(S), 495 
PRODUCT NUMBER, COLOR, BLEND, TEXTURE, SIZE, ETC. AS DEFINED IN 496 
THE SPECIFICATIONS OR BRICK SUPPLIER'S/MANUFACTURER'S 497 
PROPOSAL) 498 

 499 

This thin brick is manufactured to meet all requirements and standards as stated in the PCI Specification 500 
for Embedded Clay Thin Brick (2016) including dimensional tolerances and physical properties and 501 
testing criteria included within.  502 

 503 

All thin brick test results are available upon request by contacting [the COMPANY] at [COMPANY PHONE 504 
NUMBER]. 505 

 506 

 507 

(Signature of thin brick manufacturer authorized employee)                       (DATE) 508 

(Title of employee) 509 

 510 

 511 

 512 
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Appendix C 513 

Procedures for Measuring Dimensional Tolerances – in accordance with ASTM 514 

C67, modified for embedded thin brick applications. 515 
 516 
Measurement of Face Size 517 

 518 
Apparatus – Calipers, graduated in 1/1000 in. divisions, and having parallel jaws, shall be 519 
used to measure the individual units.   520 
 521 

Note:  In the field, it is common to assess unit size using a tape measure or steel rule.  However, for 522 
determination of conformance to the PCI Specification for Embedded Clay Thin Brick, the apparatus 523 
defined herein shall be used. 524 
 525 

Procedure – Measure 25 units that are dry and at ambient temperature.  These units shall 526 
be representative of the entire lot and shall include the extremes of color range and size as 527 
determined by visual inspection.  These units should be pulled from multiple boxes and 528 
pallets to best represent the entire lot.   529 

 530 
Note:  All individual shapes and sizes shall be tested. 531 
 532 
Note:  Any burs, rough, or raised edges shall be smoothed and/or removed before measuring. 533 
 534 

Individual Measurements – Measure the Length across the face at two locations between 535 
¼” to ½” from the corners.  Measure the Height across the face at three locations, between 536 
¼” to ½” from the corners and at midpoint of piece.   Report each measurement to the 537 
nearest 1/1000 in. and identify any or all pieces that are larger or smaller than the 538 
allowable Face Size. 539 
 540 
Face Size:             Plus 0 in., minus 1/16 in. (0.0625 in.) for dimensions 8 in. or less. 541 
                              Plus 0 in., minus 3/32 in. (0.09375 in) for dimensions greater than 8 in. 542 
 543 

Note:  No individual thin brick measurements shall depart from the specified face size or thickness 544 
by more than the individual tolerance for the size dimension classification. 545 
 546 
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Note:  Corners, Edge Caps and Special Shapes – follow the above procedures for each exposed face. 547 
 548 
 549 
 550 
 551 
 552 
 553 
 554 
 555 
 556 
 557 
 558 
 559 
 560 
 561 
 562 
 563 
 564 
 565 

Measurement of Thickness 566 
 567 
Apparatus – Calipers, graduated in 1/1000 in. divisions, and having parallel jaws, shall be 568 
used to measure the individual units.   569 
 570 
Procedure – Measure the Thickness from face to the thickest part of the back at the mid-571 
point of all 4 sides to the nearest 1/1000 in.   See diagram.  Report each measurement of the 572 
Thickness to the nearest 1/1000 in. and identify any or all pieces that are larger or smaller 573 
than the allowable Face Size or Thickness tolerance. 574 
 575 
Thickness:           Not less than 1/2 in. and no more than 1 in. thick with an overall tolerance 576 
of plus 0 in., minus 1/16 in. (0.0625 in.) at the thinnest part of the thin brick including the 577 
back face configuration.  578 

 579 
Note:  Specified thickness includes scores, ribs, key backs, dovetails or other back surface textures. 580 

 581 
Note:  Corners, Edge Caps and Special Shapes – follow the above procedures for each exposed face. 582 
 583 
 584 
 585 
 586 
 587 
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 588 
 589 
 590 
 591 
 592 
 593 
 594 
 595 
 596 
 597 
 598 
 599 
 600 
 601 
 602 
 603 
 604 
Measurement of Warpage 605 
 606 

Apparatus – A flat surface, of steel or glass, a steel rule graduated from one end in 1/32 in. 607 
divisions (or calipers) or a steel measuring wedge/taper wedge graduated in 1/32 in. 608 
divisions. 609 
 610 
 611 
 612 
 613 
 614 
 615 
  616 
 617 
 618 
 619 
 620 
 621 
 622 
 623 
 624 
 625 
 626 
 627 
 628 
Concave Face – Where the warpage to be measured is a concave face, place the straightedge 629 
lengthwise or diagonally along the face to be measured, selecting the location that gives the 630 
greatest departure from the unit face to the straightedge.  Using the steel rule/calipers or 631 
wedge, measure this distance to the nearest 1/32 in. and record as the concave warpage of 632 
the face. 633 
 634 
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 635 
 636 
  637 
 638 
 639 
 640 
 641 
 642 
 643 
 644 
 645 
 646 
 647 
 648 
 649 
 650 
 651 
 652 
 653 
 654 
Concave Edges – Where the warpage to be measured is a concave edge, place the 655 
straightedge lengthwise along the edge to be measured.  Select the greatest distance from 656 
the unit edge to the straightedge. Using the steel rule/calipers or wedge, measure this 657 
distance to the nearest 1/32 in. and record as the concave warpage of the edge. 658 
 659 
 660 
 661 
 662 
 663 
 664 
 665 
 666 
 667 
 668 
 669 

 670 
 671 
 672 
 673 
 674 
 675 
 676 
 677 
Convex Face – Where the warpage to be measured is a convex face, place the 678 

straightedge lengthwise on the edge of the unit from corner to corner of the convex face.  679 
Using the steel rule/calipers, measure the greatest distance from the straight edge to the 680 
nearest 1/32 in. and record as the convex warpage of the face. 681 

 682 
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 683 
 684 
 685 
 686 
 687 
 688 
 689 
 690 
 691 
 692 
 693 
 694 
 695 
 696 
Convex Edge – Where the warpage to be measured is a convex edge, place the 697 

straightedge lengthwise on the face of the unit from corner to corner of the convex edge.  698 
Using the steel rule/calipers, measure the greatest distance from the straight edge to the 699 
nearest 1/32 in. and record as the convex warpage of the edge. 700 

 701 
 702 
 703 
 704 
 705 

 706 
 707 
 708 
 709 
 710 
 711 
 712 
 713 
 714 
 715 
 716 
 717 
 718 
 719 
Report each measurement of the Thickness of the 25 sample units to the nearest 1/32 in. 720 
and identify any or all pieces that are larger or smaller than the allowable Warpage 721 
tolerance. 722 

 723 
Warpage Tolerance:  Not more than 1/16 in. either concave or convex from consistent 724 

plane. 725 
 726 
 727 

Measurement of Out of Square  728 
 729 
 Apparatus – A Carpenter’s square and a steel rule or calipers. 730 
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 731 
Procedure – Place sample unit on the carpenter’s square with the length against the long 732 
edge and the height against the short edge.  Measure the deviation due to the departure 733 
from the 90 degree angle at each corner of the face.  Record the measurement of each 734 
corner to the nearest 1/32 in. as the unit’s deviation from Square. 735 
 736 
 737 
 738 
 739 
 740 
 741 
 742 
 743 
 744 
 745 
 746 
 747 
 748 
 749 
 750 
 751 

 752 
 753 
Measurement of Shape Angle 754 
 755 

Apparatus – A carpenter’s Square, steel rule/calipers or protractor. Use a micrometer to 756 
measure deviation from 90-degree angle. 757 
 758 
Procedure – Place shape on the carpenter’s square with long leg horizontal and measure the 759 
deviation of the short leg due to the departure from 90-degree angle (Fig ______).  Record the 760 
measurement of each unit as the shape’s Angle. 761 

 762 
Angle Tolerance – Plus or minus 1 degree. 763 
 764 
 765 
 766 
 767 
 768 
 769 
 770 
 771 
 772 
 773 
 774 

 775 
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 776 
 777 

 778 

 779 

 780 

 781 

 782 

 783 

 784 

 785 

 786 

 787 

 788 

 789 

 790 

 791 

 792 

 793 

 794 

 795 

 796 

 797 

 798 

 799 

 800 

 801 

 802 

 803 

 804 

 805 

 

3 5/8" 7 5/8" 11 5/8"

     0.06327''      0.13309''      0.20291''

1/16" 1/8" 3/16"

Leg Length

Measurement of a 1o  Angle
Approximate dimension in fraction*

*Fractions are provided as a simple measurement for reference only, 
micrometer decimal measurements take precedence.

Measurement of Shape Angle
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Appendix D 806 
Thin Brick Coursing Guide 807 

This guide defines the most popular and easiest thin brick sizes and courses to execute.  808 

The designer should clearly define via the specifications, construction drawing and 3D modeling; 809 
the thin brick size(s), shapes, coursing patterns and placing locations.  810 

The thin brick coursing pattern, placing locations and joint shape and widths are established by 811 
accurately placing a suitable formliner in the precast concrete form.   812 

Consideration must be given to the dimensional layout of the thin brick material within each 813 
precast component. Whenever possible, the height and length of the precast component should be a 814 
multiple of nominal masonry unit heights and lengths. The actual specified dimensions may be less 815 
than the required nominal brick dimension coursing as determined by the actual width of the 816 
precast component. The architect should consult with precast manufacturer to define the brick 817 
coursing details at each edge of the panel to avoid slender pieces of thin brick that are difficult to 818 
hold in the mold and/or produce an unrealistic brick coursing detail.    819 

When executing the thin brick course layout, be mindful to prevent the need for small thin brick 820 
pieces to complete the coursing when brick coursing dimensions do not align with precast 821 
component size requirements.  822 

Included below are the most typical brick sizes with recommended coursing dimensions.  823 

 824 

 825 

 826 

 

Modular Size Thin Brick Flats:  2 ¼” high x 7 5/8” long 

Modular Size Thin Brick Corners: 2 ¼” high x 7 5/8” long with 3 5/8” return leg 
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 827 

 828 

 829 

 830 

 831 

 832 

 833 

 834 

 835 

 836 

 837 

 838 

 839 

 840 

 841 

 842 

 843 

 844 

 845 
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 846 

 847 

 848 

 849 

 850 

 851 

 852 

 853 

 854 

 855 

 856 

 857 

 858 

 859 

 860 

 861 

 862 

 863 

Norman Size Thin Brick Flats:  2 ¼” high x 11 5/8” long 

Norman Size Thin Brick Corners: 2 ¼” high x 11 5/8” long with 3 5/8” return leg 
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 864 

 865 

 866 

 867 

 868 

 869 

 870 

 871 

 872 

 873 

 874 

 875 

 876 

 877 

 878 

 879 

 880 

 881 

Closure Size Thin Brick Flats: 3 5/8” high x 7 5/8” long 

Norman Size Thin Brick Corners: 3 5/8” high x 7 5/8” long with 3 5/8” return leg 
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 882 

 883 

 884 

 885 

 886 

 887 

 888 

 889 

Utility Size Thin Brick Flats: 3 5/8” high x 11 5/8” long 

Utility Size Thin Brick Corners: 3 5/8” high x 11 5/8” long with 3 5/8” return leg 
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 890 

 891 

 892 

 893 

 894 

 895 

 896 

 897 

 898 

 899 

 900 

 901 

 902 

 903 

 904 

 905 

Queen Size Thin Brick Flats: 2 ¾” high x 7 5/8” long 

Queen Size Thin Brick Corners: 2 ¾” high x 7 5/8” long with 3 5/8” return leg 

 

Roman Size Thin Brick Flats: 1 5/8” high x 11 5/8” long 

Roman Size Thin Brick Corners: 1 5/8” high x 11 5/8” long with 3 5/8” return leg 
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 906 

 907 

 908 

 909 

 910 

 911 

 912 

 913 

 914 

 915 

 916 

 917 

 918 

End of Document 919 

 920 

Reference MNL 122 in the preface for the document.  921 

 922 

 923 

 924 

 925 

 926 

 927 


